
 

 

PTA meeting 170518 & Gallop debrief 
 
The best year yet! Thanks all for working so hard. A massive team effort just 
keeping everyone safe. 
 
Amazing feedback from participants: 
 

E-mails 
 
Rachel 
I just wanted to say thank you for today. The day was really well organised, the cakes, 
the marshals, the soup; just everything was great. I know hard it must have been to 
make the call on whether to run it or not. I think you gave really fair warnings and 
advice (and on the route too) and then let people make their own decisions. I’m feeling 
very sore but very satisfied and pleased with myself. 🤗 
 
Bryan 
Just thought I’d say a big thank you to you and your team of volunteers for persevering 
and putting on another successful Gallop. Looking forward to the next one already! 
 
Rob 
Although I did not run I would just like to say that the comments on our club FB page are 
all massively positive. 
Epic conditions that I am sure will become legendary in years to come. 
Much praise to all involved but special mention must be made for all the marshals. 
Thanks again and hopefully I will run it next year. 
 
Catherine 
Thanks for an amazingly well organised event and particularly to the marshals who had 
to stand around in such bad weather 
 
Emma 
Huge thank you to you all for the fabulous event yesterday. 
It sure was challenging but loved it!  
Massive thanks to all the amazing marshals and cake bakers! 🤗 
 

Facebook 
 
Mark 
Fantastic adventure, a real head-down challenge! Thanks to all for putting it on. Hadn't 
entered for a while given the challenges in getting in but well worth waiting up till just 

past midnight!  
 
Chris 
I'll second that! What's colder than doing the Grindleford Gallop? Marshalling it! Big 
thankyoos folks, and here's to a warm sunny one in 2019. 
 
Rebecca 
Thanks to all the marshals from today. The weather must have made your job really 
tough, but we appreciate all your efforts, great event! Will be back next year! 



 

 

Caroline 
Thank you all!! All happy marshals in the crazy weather were brilliant, and thanks for 

putting on such a great race  
 
Helen 
You were the heroes of the day. You must have been so cold, but still managed a smile - 
even for us slow pokes. Thank you. Xx 
 
 
Bee 
Well deserved all.. such fantastic support from all the GG helpers.. registration, smiling, 
encouraging marshals and clippers, tea and cake stations.. tough conditions but a fab 
day.. thank you everyone and glad in retrospect that it wasn’t cancelled.. phew! Tough 

call Sleep well 🤗 
 
Ray 
Big thanks to all the Marshalls, it was a brutal day running so how cold it must have 
been for you all we couldn't do it without you Ta 
 
Louise 
Huge thank you to every Marshall for today, for being so cheery and taki g the time to 
check everyone was ok, was bad enough running in those conditions but to be stood 
Marshalling took a lot of effort xx 
 
Sarmid 
Thank you so much, we really appreciate the effort and challenge of standing in adverse 
weather to allow this iconic event to go ahead 
 
Charlie 
Thanks for a brilliant event today! Really well organised and supported all the way 
round despite the Arctic’s conditions esp on Froggatt edge! Blimey that was cold - never 
had icicles on my eyelashes before....see you next year! 
 

Further Gallop Debrief: 
 

 Team briefing on the Friday night was v effective and should become 
routine. 

 People ok to pick t-shirts up after race, not possible for everyone to 
collect before race as not all have kit bag/storage 

 Ed has envelopes at home – ed to keep at home 
 Broken poles to be sent to bin 
 Aysh has cleaned whole of marquee  

 
Catering: 

 Left overs to archers project was great – soph to organize next year 
 Problem people staying on too long as cold weather but will be bigger 

next year and very weather dependent.  
 Quality not quantity next year for cakes and ? some salty snack for Baslow 



 

(mini cheddars?) 
 

 Hassop: 1/3 at a time fill the water urns – electrics blew at the private 
house, as urns too full, Hassop really helpful and happy to help again 

 To come up with solution for hot drinks at Hassop  
 
Parking was fine  
 
Volunteers: Fab, no problems 
 
General  
 

 Action fb to tell participants be past Baslow at 3pm  
 ACTION ED A To be put in envelopes for walkers –cut off times 
 ACTION AYSH contact peak park eastern moors, before November 
 Keep the change of route as path deteriorating  
 Continue with no plastic cups  
 ACTION ED A and AYSH In November – what do mountain rescue want to 

do – make it a clearer arrangement what we expect of MR and what they 
want to provide.  

 ACTION aysh to book pavilion/ baslow 
 Survival Blankets to be given to each station 

 
Dates Gallop 9th March 2019 
 
ACTION soph to submit article for grindleford news 
 
Financial update:  
 
Profit detailed and Helen to forward to Becky to sort match funding 
Bank account has £10,000 
 
Outstanding costs: 
 

 Peak park, mountain rescue,  
 Aysh to send email to peak park saying we are paying £100 from gallop 

ACTION andy to send bacs to peak park  
 ACTION andy to pay mountain rescue £300 
 Match funding – ACTION Aysh to investigate Irwin Mitchell 
 Gallop planning to start earlier to maximize financial gains 
 PTA to pay for playground resurfacing £5,000 all agreed  
 Thank you to PTA, helpers, etc. for gallop 
 We are waiting to hear from Preschool and Pavillion/playing fields 

committee as to donations.  
 Happy for groups to ask for some financial support from gallop as it is a 

community event.  
 ACTION andy to pay rainbows £110 – as requested to cover leader 

insurance costs. 



 

 
Volunteer new parents Ed A will do 
 
Update on bingo – fantastic very successful fundraiser and everyone enjoyed.  
 
Leavers meal – to be back at school  
 
Junior fell race andy has in hand not sure of date at the moment 
 
Tent update 
A local welder is fixing the poles, which actually should be stronger afterwards. 
Cost of £330. Key committee members agreed to this. 
The Shop are contributing £100 to the cost as they use the tent for The Goat. A 
shop volunteer who is a sailor is fixing a tear in the canvas. Matt is coordinating 
all of this. 
 
Date for next meeting 28th June Thursday 
 
Aysh to secretary next meeting  
 
 
 


